HOW TO COMMENT & VOTE

1

Tell Us What You Think

Comments on Individual Connections

This is an opportunity for all of the East Portland communities to get
updated and provide critical input on your thoughts and opinions
about the development of the Division-Midway Neighborhood Street
Plan. Feedback received at the event will help guide and inform the final
Division-Midway Neighborhood Street Plan that will be recommend to
the City Council this summer.

The goal of the green-yellow-red dot exercise it to get feedback on individual connections and how to prioritize them before a final recommendation is made. This provides you, the public, an opportunity to review
and weigh in on individual connections and the proposed prioritization,
which is based on previous community input and technical evaluation
using the project criteria.

Four Ways to Provide Input

You will receive a set of dots this evening. The directions below explain
how you can use these dots. Please return any un-used dots you have left
at the welcome table.

The four (4) ways to provide your input today are;
1. Take a colored comments card and provide us with a written comment, opnion, support, or concern. We welcome you to answer the
questions listed below
2. Provide brief comments on a “yellow sticky note” directly onto the
maps or boards.
3. Funding Partnership

Vote with Green,Yellow and Red Dots
These dots are intended for voting on individual connections in the list
of Tier 1-3 Priority Connections in Existing Right-of-Way. You can vote
on multiple connections. However, please do not place more than one
dot on any one connection.
Green Dots = Go. Vote with a green dot if you support the
connection and think it should be a priority.

Yellow Dots = Caution or concern, but still support.Vote with
4.Vote with a Dot (Green,Yellow, or Red) for individual connections by
a yellow dot if you have a concern about a connection, like a deplacing it on the 3-tier prioritization table. (large board with blue boxes
tail in the proposal you think needs to be changed, further adand map locations)
dressed or something is missing.You may also place yellow dots
on the maps where a connection is missing that you think is important.
5.Vote with ONE dot on the overall Plan at the Dot Ballot Board.
Please share more information about why.

Comments & Questions

Red Dots = Stop. Vote with a red dot if you do not support a
connection as a priority, and think it should be a lower priority.
Please share more information about why.

Brief Comments about Why on Sticky Notes
We would like to learn why you voted green, yellow or red.We encourage
Question 1: Would any of these connections benefit you, your family,
you to write a brief comment telling us why on a sticky note and place it
your community? Which ones? Why?
along the edge of the board. Please include the connection Project #ID
on the note so we can match it correctly. If you have a long comment,
Question 2: Do you agree and support the connections we proritized?
please write it on a comment card.
If not, then why? If so (yes), why?
Question 3: Are we missing something important? If so, what? Where?
Why?

Vote with One Blue Dot
The goal of the blue dot exercise is to gauge support for the
overall proposed plan. One dot is provided per participant.

Funding Partnership

Please place your dot in one of the three sections on the last board.
I support the overall proposed plan
The goal of this exercise is to find out if there is property
I support the overall proposed plan with minor amendments.
owner support to help fund improvements on you block IF
(Please share more on a sticky note.)
the City would also provide funding (matching, or partial reI do not support the overall proposed plan. (Please share more on
a sticky note.)
imbursements, etc.).
Please place a check-mark in the column next to the individual connection you would potentially help pay for. This is not binding. Please Brief Comments about Why on Sticky Notes
include your contact information on the comment card so that we can We would like to learn why you chose your vote. We encourage you
to write a brief comment telling us why on a sticky note and place it in
follow-up with you later.
the same section as your dot on the board.

Thank you for your time and feedback!
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